"IMPOSSIBLE" IMPROVEMENTS IN CHRONIC STROKE PATIENTS BY USE OF HEALTHY, VIGOROUS STEM CELLS AND GROWTH FACTORS.

Our clinic has successfully treated over 2000 chronic stroke patients since 1991 and has given stem cells to over 5000 patients.

The outcome? Most treated recovered one or more lost functions.

Our clinical method is simple, legal and relatively inexpensive since the stem cells used come from the patient themselves. Bone marrow stem cells are used because this is allowed by the FDA.

Read about some secrets needed for recovery from a stroke that your doctor either does not know or forgot to tell you!

Email __________________________________
After treating thousands of patients using innovative therapies and treatments, Dr. Steenblock has gained a tremendous amount of knowledge and insight into what works and what doesn't. Here are a few of the things that set his approach apart from all the "do little" conventional treatments:

**GROWTH FACTORS** that get new blood vessels to grow into the damaged, oxygen starved tissues. Dr. Steenblock creates customized treatment programs using external counterpulsation, hyperbaric oxygen, lasers, electromagnetic therapies, periodic acceleration therapy, stem cells, etc., to stimulate growth factor production in damaged tissues and organs.

**STEM CELLS** from a patient's own bone marrow that (among other things) secrete growth factors that promote the creation of new blood vessels. These stem cells grow, multiply and thrive in the patient's body long after they are infused, which means they stick around and produce growth factors that promote healing and restoration.

**NEUPOGEN** to revitalize bone marrow stem cells. This FDA approved drug helps release old, poorly functioning (senescent) stem cells from the bone marrow which stimulates production of replacement stem cells (5 to 10 times as many!) These new stem cells are healthy, pristine, active ones.

**ARE DR. STEENBLOCK’S PERSONALIZED TREATMENTS SAFE & EFFECTIVE?**

This should give you some idea -

- **The first stroke patient** Dr. Steenblock treated within hours following her stroke went from total one-sided paralysis and a semi-comatose state to walking and talking like normal within 24 hours! One of the many clinical tools he used to pull this off was to flood her brain with oxygen under pressure (Hyperbaric oxygen therapy).

- **A wheelchair bound lady who had a stroke 10 years previously** and was severely disabled, came to Dr. Steenblock who created a personalized treatment program for her. She got up out of her wheelchair and began walking within 10 day's time!

- One patient who had a brain injury at age 12 and came to Dr. Steenblock at age 62 was put on a highly personalized treatment program. He went on to reap very good results. How many people with brain damage can you find who responded to treatment 50 years after their original injury?
• Dr. Steenblock has treated over 7,000 patients with stem cells. These treatments have proved uniformly safe and well-tolerated, with few if any side effects being reported. And, because the stem cells are derived from the patient’s body, there is no risk of an allergic reaction, rejection or infection.

**OTHER IMPORTANT POINTS TO CONSIDER:**

Dr. Steenblock is the only licensed physician in America who has SPECIALIZED in stem cell therapy FOR 15 YEARS!

While most other stem cell using doctors use fat stem cells which the FDA has declared to be illegal, Dr. Steenblock uses stem cell rich bone marrow (Technically, bone marrow aspirate concentrate or BMAC). He has done over 3,000 BMAC treatments since 2005.

At Dr. Steenblock's clinic patients get four times the amount of bone marrow stem cells than what foreign clinics offer and for a fraction of the price they charge. They also do not need to leave the US as his clinic is in southern California (San Clemente).

Dr. Steenblock makes sure his patients are properly prepped and prepared to receive stem cells, a process that begins before they even get to his clinic (Typically involving a patient's own doctor back home). This includes identifying things that thwart stem cell vitality, engraftment and subsequent healing & restorative activity such as infections, hormone imbalances, substantial drops in oxygen reaching tissues while sleeping, depression, and more.

When it comes to turning stroke and other forms of brain damage around, it takes a doctor who possesses the right combination of education, insight and experience plus a penchant for innovation. It takes Dr. Steenblock and his clinic!

Once you fill out some forms and request to have a consultation you are an official patient. This gives you SPECIAL TREATMENT that no one else may have who is not a patient. This special treatment consists of direct information to you from our doctor that is otherwise not available to you and will not be given to anyone who is not a patient!

To schedule a FREE 5 MINUTE INTRODUCTORY consultation, call 949-367-8870. There is no charge for this and no follow-ups unless you request this.
This is a limited consultation and not intended to give you all of the information that we have to give to you. This is due to the FDA and its mandate that physicians not make statements about therapies that would tend to get them classified as new DRUGS.

If you want to get all of the information you need, you must fill out an initial consultation form and return it to our office with your signature. This form establishes you as OUR patient and separates you from the general public.

We are not allowed to communicate with you the “secrets” you need to know to get better from your stroke until you become a registered patient! This does not cost more unless you request a review of all your records and a lengthy discussion. This usually costs $300.00 and is applied as credit toward any therapies you do with us.